
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T
0 $2,499 $2,573 $2,655 $2,733 $2,817 $2,900 $2,990 $3,078 $3,109 $3,140 $3,171 $3,202 $3,268 $3,299 $3,336 $3,367 $3,469 $3,576 $3,680 $3,792
1 $2,522 $2,603 $2,677 $2,761 $2,843 $2,931 $3,018 $3,110 $3,140 $3,171 $3,203 $3,234 $3,301 $3,336 $3,367 $3,401 $3,502 $3,608 $3,719 $3,832
2 $2,550 $2,625 $2,708 $2,786 $2,874 $2,958 $3,050 $3,142 $3,171 $3,202 $3,234 $3,267 $3,337 $3,367 $3,401 $3,432 $3,540 $3,646 $3,756 $3,871
3 $2,573 $2,655 $2,733 $2,817 $2,900 $2,990 $3,078 $3,171 $3,202 $3,234 $3,268 $3,299 $3,367 $3,401 $3,431 $3,469 $3,576 $3,680 $3,792 $3,909
4 $2,603 $2,677 $2,761 $2,843 $2,931 $3,018 $3,110 $3,203 $3,234 $3,267 $3,301 $3,336 $3,401 $3,431 $3,467 $3,502 $3,608 $3,719 $3,832 $3,948
5 $2,625 $2,708 $2,786 $2,874 $2,958 $3,050 $3,142 $3,234 $3,267 $3,299 $3,337 $3,367 $3,432 $3,467 $3,502 $3,540 $3,646 $3,756 $3,871 $3,987
6 $2,655 $2,733 $2,817 $2,900 $2,990 $3,078 $3,171 $3,268 $3,299 $3,336 $3,367 $3,401 $3,469 $3,502 $3,537 $3,576 $3,680 $3,792 $3,909 $4,026
7 $2,677 $2,761 $2,843 $2,931 $3,018 $3,110 $3,203 $3,301 $3,336 $3,367 $3,401 $3,431 $3,502 $3,537 $3,576 $3,608 $3,719 $3,832 $3,948 $4,065
8 $2,708 $2,786 $2,874 $2,958 $3,050 $3,142 $3,234 $3,337 $3,367 $3,401 $3,432 $3,467 $3,540 $3,576 $3,608 $3,646 $3,756 $3,871 $3,987 $4,107
9 $2,733 $2,817 $2,900 $2,990 $3,078 $3,171 $3,268 $3,367 $3,401 $3,431 $3,469 $3,502 $3,576 $3,608 $3,644 $3,680 $3,792 $3,909 $4,026 $4,148

10 $2,761 $2,843 $2,931 $3,018 $3,110 $3,203 $3,301 $3,401 $3,431 $3,467 $3,502 $3,537 $3,608 $3,644 $3,679 $3,719 $3,832 $3,948 $4,065 $4,189
11 $2,786 $2,874 $2,958 $3,050 $3,142 $3,234 $3,337 $3,432 $3,467 $3,502 $3,540 $3,576 $3,646 $3,679 $3,717 $3,756 $3,871 $3,987 $4,107 $4,230
12 $2,817 $2,900 $2,990 $3,078 $3,171 $3,268 $3,367 $3,469 $3,502 $3,537 $3,576 $3,608 $3,680 $3,717 $3,756 $3,792 $3,909 $4,026 $4,148 $4,273
13 $2,843 $2,931 $3,018 $3,110 $3,203 $3,301 $3,401 $3,502 $3,537 $3,576 $3,608 $3,644 $3,719 $3,756 $3,792 $3,832 $3,948 $4,065 $4,189 $4,316
14 $2,874 $2,958 $3,050 $3,142 $3,234 $3,337 $3,432 $3,540 $3,576 $3,608 $3,646 $3,679 $3,756 $3,792 $3,832 $3,871 $3,987 $4,107 $4,230 $4,359
15 $2,900 $2,990 $3,078 $3,171 $3,268 $3,367 $3,469 $3,576 $3,608 $3,644 $3,680 $3,717 $3,792 $3,832 $3,870 $3,909 $4,026 $4,148 $4,273 $4,404
16 $2,931 $3,018 $3,110 $3,203 $3,301 $3,401 $3,502 $3,608 $3,644 $3,679 $3,719 $3,756 $3,832 $3,870 $3,909 $3,948 $4,065 $4,189 $4,316 $4,450
17 $2,958 $3,050 $3,142 $3,234 $3,337 $3,432 $3,540 $3,646 $3,679 $3,717 $3,756 $3,792 $3,871 $3,909 $3,947 $3,987 $4,107 $4,230 $4,359 $4,493
18 $2,990 $3,078 $3,171 $3,268 $3,367 $3,469 $3,576 $3,680 $3,717 $3,756 $3,792 $3,832 $3,909 $3,947 $3,986 $4,026 $4,148 $4,273 $4,404 $4,537
19 $3,018 $3,110 $3,203 $3,301 $3,401 $3,502 $3,608 $3,719 $3,756 $3,792 $3,832 $3,870 $3,948 $3,986 $4,026 $4,065 $4,189 $4,316 $4,450 $4,582
20 $3,050 $3,142 $3,234 $3,337 $3,432 $3,540 $3,646 $3,756 $3,792 $3,832 $3,871 $3,909 $3,987 $4,026 $4,063 $4,107 $4,230 $4,359 $4,493 $4,627
21 $3,078 $3,171 $3,268 $3,367 $3,469 $3,576 $3,680 $3,792 $3,832 $3,870 $3,909 $3,947 $4,026 $4,063 $4,106 $4,148 $4,273 $4,404 $4,537 $4,675
22 $3,110 $3,203 $3,301 $3,401 $3,502 $3,608 $3,719 $3,832 $3,870 $3,909 $3,948 $3,986 $4,065 $4,106 $4,147 $4,189 $4,316 $4,450 $4,582 $4,720
23 $3,142 $3,234 $3,337 $3,432 $3,540 $3,646 $3,756 $3,871 $3,909 $3,947 $3,987 $4,026 $4,107 $4,147 $4,189 $4,230 $4,359 $4,493 $4,627 $4,769
24 $3,171 $3,268 $3,367 $3,469 $3,576 $3,680 $3,792 $3,909 $3,947 $3,986 $4,026 $4,063 $4,148 $4,189 $4,229 $4,273 $4,404 $4,537 $4,675 $4,817
25 $3,203 $3,301 $3,401 $3,502 $3,608 $3,719 $3,832 $3,948 $3,986 $4,026 $4,065 $4,106 $4,189 $4,229 $4,272 $4,316 $4,450 $4,582 $4,720 $4,868
26 $3,234 $3,337 $3,432 $3,540 $3,646 $3,756 $3,871 $3,987 $4,026 $4,063 $4,107 $4,147 $4,230 $4,272 $4,315 $4,359 $4,493 $4,627 $4,769 $4,915
27 $3,268 $3,367 $3,469 $3,576 $3,680 $3,792 $3,909 $4,026 $4,063 $4,106 $4,148 $4,189 $4,273 $4,315 $4,359 $4,404 $4,537 $4,675 $4,817 $4,965
28 $3,301 $3,401 $3,502 $3,608 $3,719 $3,832 $3,948 $4,065 $4,106 $4,147 $4,189 $4,229 $4,316 $4,359 $4,402 $4,450 $4,582 $4,720 $4,868 $5,013
29 $3,337 $3,432 $3,540 $3,646 $3,756 $3,871 $3,987 $4,107 $4,147 $4,189 $4,230 $4,272 $4,359 $4,402 $4,449 $4,493 $4,627 $4,769 $4,915 $5,063
30 $3,367 $3,469 $3,576 $3,680 $3,792 $3,909 $4,026 $4,148 $4,189 $4,229 $4,273 $4,315 $4,404 $4,449 $4,493 $4,537 $4,675 $4,817 $4,965 $5,114
31 $3,401 $3,502 $3,608 $3,719 $3,832 $3,948 $4,065 $4,189 $4,229 $4,272 $4,316 $4,359 $4,450 $4,493 $4,535 $4,582 $4,720 $4,868 $5,013 $5,164
32 $3,432 $3,540 $3,646 $3,756 $3,871 $3,987 $4,107 $4,230 $4,272 $4,315 $4,359 $4,402 $4,493 $4,535 $4,582 $4,627 $4,769 $4,915 $5,063 $5,219
33 $3,469 $3,576 $3,680 $3,792 $3,909 $4,026 $4,148 $4,273 $4,315 $4,359 $4,404 $4,449 $4,537 $4,582 $4,626 $4,675 $4,817 $4,965 $5,114 $5,268
34 $3,502 $3,608 $3,719 $3,832 $3,948 $4,065 $4,189 $4,316 $4,359 $4,402 $4,450 $4,493 $4,582 $4,626 $4,674 $4,720 $4,868 $5,013 $5,165 $5,321
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35 $3,540 $3,646 $3,756 $3,871 $3,987 $4,107 $4,230 $4,359 $4,402 $4,449 $4,493 $4,535 $4,627 $4,674 $4,720 $4,769 $4,915 $5,063 $5,219 $5,374
36 $3,576 $3,680 $3,792 $3,909 $4,026 $4,148 $4,273 $4,404 $4,449 $4,493 $4,537 $4,582 $4,675 $4,720 $4,769 $4,817 $4,965 $5,114 $5,268 $5,427
37 $3,608 $3,719 $3,832 $3,948 $4,065 $4,189 $4,316 $4,450 $4,493 $4,535 $4,582 $4,626 $4,720 $4,769 $4,815 $4,868 $5,013 $5,165 $5,321 $5,483
38 $3,646 $3,756 $3,871 $3,987 $4,107 $4,230 $4,359 $4,493 $4,535 $4,582 $4,627 $4,674 $4,769 $4,815 $4,865 $4,915 $5,063 $5,219 $5,374 $5,535
39 $3,680 $3,792 $3,909 $4,026 $4,148 $4,273 $4,404 $4,537 $4,582 $4,626 $4,675 $4,720 $4,817 $4,865 $4,915 $4,965 $5,114 $5,268 $5,427 $5,590
40 $3,719 $3,832 $3,948 $4,065 $4,189 $4,316 $4,450 $4,582 $4,626 $4,674 $4,720 $4,769 $4,868 $4,915 $4,963 $5,013 $5,165 $5,321 $5,483 $5,649
41 $3,756 $3,871 $3,987 $4,107 $4,230 $4,359 $4,493 $4,627 $4,674 $4,720 $4,769 $4,815 $4,915 $4,963 $5,012 $5,063 $5,219 $5,374 $5,535 $5,705
42 $3,792 $3,909 $4,026 $4,148 $4,273 $4,404 $4,537 $4,675 $4,720 $4,769 $4,817 $4,865 $4,965 $5,012 $5,061 $5,114 $5,268 $5,427 $5,590 $5,763
43 $3,832 $3,948 $4,065 $4,189 $4,316 $4,450 $4,582 $4,720 $4,769 $4,815 $4,868 $4,915 $5,013 $5,061 $5,113 $5,165 $5,321 $5,483 $5,649 $5,822
44 $3,871 $3,987 $4,107 $4,230 $4,359 $4,493 $4,627 $4,769 $4,815 $4,865 $4,915 $4,963 $5,063 $5,113 $5,165 $5,219 $5,374 $5,535 $5,705 $5,882
45 $3,909 $4,026 $4,148 $4,273 $4,404 $4,537 $4,675 $4,817 $4,865 $4,915 $4,965 $5,012 $5,114 $5,165 $5,215 $5,268 $5,427 $5,590 $5,763 $5,936
46 $3,948 $4,065 $4,189 $4,316 $4,450 $4,582 $4,720 $4,868 $4,915 $4,963 $5,013 $5,061 $5,165 $5,215 $5,268 $5,321 $5,483 $5,649 $5,822 $6,000
47 $3,987 $4,107 $4,230 $4,359 $4,493 $4,627 $4,769 $4,915 $4,963 $5,012 $5,063 $5,113 $5,219 $5,268 $5,321 $5,374 $5,535 $5,705 $5,882 $6,057
48 $4,026 $4,148 $4,273 $4,404 $4,537 $4,675 $4,817 $4,965 $5,012 $5,061 $5,114 $5,165 $5,268 $5,321 $5,372 $5,427 $5,590 $5,763 $5,938 $6,121
49 $4,065 $4,189 $4,316 $4,450 $4,582 $4,720 $4,868 $5,013 $5,061 $5,113 $5,165 $5,215 $5,321 $5,372 $5,425 $5,483 $5,649 $5,822 $6,000 $6,179
50 $4,107 $4,230 $4,359 $4,493 $4,627 $4,769 $4,915 $5,063 $5,113 $5,165 $5,219 $5,268 $5,374 $5,425 $5,481 $5,535 $5,705 $5,882 $6,057 $6,241
51 $4,148 $4,273 $4,404 $4,537 $4,675 $4,817 $4,965 $5,114 $5,165 $5,215 $5,268 $5,321 $5,427 $5,481 $5,535 $5,590 $5,763 $5,938 $6,121 $6,303
52 $4,189 $4,316 $4,450 $4,582 $4,720 $4,868 $5,013 $5,165 $5,215 $5,268 $5,321 $5,372 $5,483 $5,535 $5,590 $5,649 $5,822 $6,000 $6,180 $6,368
53 $4,230 $4,359 $4,493 $4,627 $4,769 $4,915 $5,063 $5,219 $5,268 $5,321 $5,374 $5,425 $5,535 $5,590 $5,645 $5,705 $5,882 $6,057 $6,241 $6,428
54 $4,273 $4,404 $4,537 $4,675 $4,817 $4,965 $5,114 $5,268 $5,321 $5,372 $5,427 $5,481 $5,590 $5,645 $5,704 $5,763 $5,938 $6,121 $6,303 $6,493
55 $4,316 $4,450 $4,582 $4,720 $4,868 $5,013 $5,165 $5,321 $5,372 $5,425 $5,483 $5,535 $5,649 $5,704 $5,763 $5,822 $6,000 $6,180 $6,368 $6,560
56 $4,359 $4,493 $4,627 $4,769 $4,915 $5,063 $5,219 $5,374 $5,425 $5,481 $5,535 $5,590 $5,705 $5,763 $5,818 $5,882 $6,057 $6,241 $6,430 $6,627
57 $4,404 $4,537 $4,675 $4,817 $4,965 $5,114 $5,268 $5,427 $5,481 $5,535 $5,590 $5,645 $5,763 $5,818 $5,878 $5,938 $6,121 $6,303 $6,493 $6,693
58 $4,450 $4,582 $4,720 $4,868 $5,013 $5,165 $5,321 $5,483 $5,535 $5,590 $5,649 $5,704 $5,822 $5,878 $5,938 $6,000 $6,180 $6,368 $6,560 $6,761
59 $4,493 $4,627 $4,769 $4,915 $5,063 $5,219 $5,374 $5,535 $5,590 $5,645 $5,705 $5,763 $5,882 $5,938 $5,992 $6,057 $6,241 $6,430 $6,627 $6,827
60 $4,537 $4,675 $4,817 $4,965 $5,114 $5,268 $5,427 $5,590 $5,645 $5,704 $5,763 $5,818 $5,938 $5,992 $6,056 $6,121 $6,303 $6,493 $6,693 $6,896
61 $4,582 $4,720 $4,868 $5,013 $5,165 $5,321 $5,483 $5,649 $5,704 $5,763 $5,822 $5,878 $6,000 $6,056 $6,116 $6,180 $6,368 $6,560 $6,761 $6,963
62 $4,627 $4,769 $4,915 $5,063 $5,219 $5,374 $5,535 $5,705 $5,763 $5,818 $5,882 $5,938 $6,057 $6,116 $6,180 $6,241 $6,430 $6,627 $6,827 $7,034
63 $4,675 $4,817 $4,965 $5,114 $5,268 $5,427 $5,590 $5,763 $5,818 $5,878 $5,938 $5,992 $6,121 $6,180 $6,240 $6,303 $6,493 $6,693 $6,896 $7,105
64 $4,720 $4,868 $5,013 $5,165 $5,321 $5,483 $5,649 $5,822 $5,878 $5,938 $6,000 $6,056 $6,180 $6,240 $6,303 $6,368 $6,560 $6,761 $6,963 $7,174
65 $4,769 $4,915 $5,063 $5,219 $5,374 $5,535 $5,705 $5,882 $5,938 $5,992 $6,057 $6,116 $6,241 $6,303 $6,364 $6,430 $6,627 $6,827 $7,034 $7,245
66 $4,817 $4,965 $5,114 $5,268 $5,427 $5,590 $5,763 $5,938 $5,992 $6,056 $6,121 $6,180 $6,303 $6,364 $6,430 $6,493 $6,693 $6,896 $7,105 $7,318
67 $4,868 $5,013 $5,165 $5,321 $5,483 $5,649 $5,822 $6,000 $6,056 $6,116 $6,180 $6,240 $6,368 $6,430 $6,492 $6,560 $6,761 $6,963 $7,175 $7,391
68 $4,915 $5,063 $5,219 $5,374 $5,535 $5,705 $5,882 $6,057 $6,116 $6,180 $6,241 $6,303 $6,430 $6,492 $6,559 $6,627 $6,827 $7,034 $7,245 $7,465
69 $4,965 $5,114 $5,268 $5,427 $5,590 $5,763 $5,938 $6,121 $6,180 $6,240 $6,303 $6,364 $6,493 $6,559 $6,625 $6,693 $6,896 $7,105 $7,318 $7,540
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70 $5,013 $5,165 $5,321 $5,483 $5,649 $5,822 $6,000 $6,180 $6,240 $6,303 $6,368 $6,430 $6,560 $6,625 $6,691 $6,761 $6,963 $7,175 $7,391 $7,615
71 $5,063 $5,219 $5,374 $5,535 $5,705 $5,882 $6,057 $6,241 $6,303 $6,364 $6,430 $6,492 $6,627 $6,691 $6,760 $6,827 $7,034 $7,245 $7,465 $7,691
72 $5,114 $5,268 $5,427 $5,590 $5,763 $5,938 $6,121 $6,303 $6,364 $6,430 $6,493 $6,559 $6,693 $6,760 $6,825 $6,896 $7,105 $7,318 $7,540 $7,767
73 $5,165 $5,321 $5,483 $5,649 $5,822 $6,000 $6,180 $6,368 $6,430 $6,492 $6,560 $6,625 $6,761 $6,825 $6,895 $6,963 $7,175 $7,391 $7,615 $7,846
74 $5,219 $5,374 $5,535 $5,705 $5,882 $6,057 $6,241 $6,430 $6,492 $6,559 $6,627 $6,691 $6,827 $6,895 $6,963 $7,034 $7,245 $7,465 $7,691 $7,925
75 $5,268 $5,427 $5,590 $5,763 $5,938 $6,121 $6,303 $6,493 $6,559 $6,625 $6,693 $6,760 $6,896 $6,963 $7,032 $7,105 $7,318 $7,540 $7,767 $8,003
76 $5,321 $5,483 $5,649 $5,822 $6,000 $6,180 $6,368 $6,560 $6,625 $6,691 $6,761 $6,825 $6,963 $7,032 $7,102 $7,175 $7,391 $7,615 $7,846 $8,084
77 $5,374 $5,535 $5,705 $5,882 $6,057 $6,241 $6,430 $6,627 $6,691 $6,760 $6,827 $6,895 $7,034 $7,102 $7,175 $7,245 $7,465 $7,691 $7,925 $8,163
78 $5,427 $5,590 $5,763 $5,938 $6,121 $6,303 $6,493 $6,693 $6,760 $6,825 $6,896 $6,963 $7,105 $7,175 $7,245 $7,318 $7,540 $7,767 $8,003 $8,245
79 $5,483 $5,649 $5,822 $6,000 $6,180 $6,368 $6,560 $6,761 $6,825 $6,895 $6,963 $7,032 $7,175 $7,245 $7,316 $7,391 $7,615 $7,846 $8,084 $8,328
80 $5,535 $5,705 $5,882 $6,057 $6,241 $6,430 $6,627 $6,827 $6,895 $6,963 $7,034 $7,102 $7,245 $7,316 $7,390 $7,465 $7,691 $7,925 $8,163 $8,412
81 $5,590 $5,763 $5,938 $6,121 $6,303 $6,493 $6,693 $6,896 $6,963 $7,032 $7,105 $7,175 $7,318 $7,390 $7,462 $7,540 $7,767 $8,003 $8,245 $8,494
82 $5,649 $5,822 $6,000 $6,180 $6,368 $6,560 $6,761 $6,963 $7,032 $7,102 $7,175 $7,245 $7,391 $7,462 $7,540 $7,615 $7,846 $8,084 $8,328 $8,580
83 $5,705 $5,882 $6,057 $6,241 $6,430 $6,627 $6,827 $7,034 $7,102 $7,175 $7,245 $7,316 $7,465 $7,540 $7,612 $7,691 $7,925 $8,163 $8,412 $8,665
84 $5,763 $5,938 $6,121 $6,303 $6,493 $6,693 $6,896 $7,105 $7,175 $7,245 $7,318 $7,390 $7,540 $7,612 $7,690 $7,767 $8,003 $8,245 $8,494 $8,754
85 $5,822 $6,000 $6,180 $6,368 $6,560 $6,761 $6,963 $7,175 $7,245 $7,316 $7,391 $7,462 $7,615 $7,690 $7,766 $7,846 $8,084 $8,328 $8,580 $8,839
86 $5,882 $6,057 $6,241 $6,430 $6,627 $6,827 $7,034 $7,245 $7,316 $7,390 $7,465 $7,540 $7,691 $7,766 $7,843 $7,925 $8,163 $8,412 $8,665 $8,929
87 $5,938 $6,121 $6,303 $6,493 $6,693 $6,896 $7,105 $7,318 $7,390 $7,462 $7,540 $7,612 $7,767 $7,843 $7,923 $8,003 $8,245 $8,494 $8,754 $9,022
88 $6,000 $6,180 $6,368 $6,560 $6,761 $6,963 $7,175 $7,391 $7,462 $7,540 $7,615 $7,690 $7,846 $7,923 $8,002 $8,084 $8,328 $8,580 $8,839 $9,110
89 $6,057 $6,241 $6,430 $6,627 $6,827 $7,034 $7,245 $7,465 $7,540 $7,612 $7,691 $7,766 $7,925 $8,002 $8,082 $8,163 $8,412 $8,665 $8,929 $9,201
90 $6,121 $6,303 $6,493 $6,693 $6,896 $7,105 $7,318 $7,540 $7,612 $7,690 $7,767 $7,843 $8,003 $8,082 $8,162 $8,245 $8,494 $8,754 $9,022 $9,294
91 $6,180 $6,368 $6,560 $6,761 $6,963 $7,175 $7,391 $7,615 $7,690 $7,766 $7,846 $7,923 $8,084 $8,162 $8,244 $8,328 $8,580 $8,839 $9,110 $9,386
92 $6,241 $6,430 $6,627 $6,827 $7,034 $7,245 $7,465 $7,691 $7,766 $7,843 $7,925 $8,002 $8,163 $8,244 $8,324 $8,412 $8,665 $8,929 $9,201 $9,480
93 $6,303 $6,493 $6,693 $6,896 $7,105 $7,318 $7,540 $7,767 $7,843 $7,923 $8,003 $8,082 $8,245 $8,324 $8,410 $8,494 $8,754 $9,022 $9,294 $9,573
94 $6,368 $6,560 $6,761 $6,963 $7,175 $7,391 $7,615 $7,846 $7,923 $8,002 $8,084 $8,162 $8,328 $8,410 $8,493 $8,580 $8,839 $9,110 $9,386 $9,670
95 $6,430 $6,627 $6,827 $7,034 $7,245 $7,465 $7,691 $7,925 $8,002 $8,082 $8,163 $8,244 $8,412 $8,493 $8,579 $8,665 $8,929 $9,201 $9,480 $9,766
96 $6,493 $6,693 $6,896 $7,105 $7,318 $7,540 $7,767 $8,003 $8,082 $8,162 $8,245 $8,324 $8,494 $8,579 $8,664 $8,754 $9,022 $9,294 $9,573 $9,867
97 $6,560 $6,761 $6,963 $7,175 $7,391 $7,615 $7,846 $8,084 $8,162 $8,244 $8,328 $8,410 $8,580 $8,664 $8,752 $8,839 $9,110 $9,386 $9,670 $9,963
98 $6,627 $6,827 $7,034 $7,245 $7,465 $7,691 $7,925 $8,163 $8,244 $8,324 $8,412 $8,493 $8,665 $8,752 $8,838 $8,929 $9,201 $9,480 $9,766 $10,065
99 $6,693 $6,896 $7,105 $7,318 $7,540 $7,767 $8,003 $8,245 $8,324 $8,410 $8,494 $8,579 $8,754 $8,838 $8,928 $9,022 $9,294 $9,573 $9,867 $10,163
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